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ABSTRACT
Meros is an Emerging Arts thesis that examines the everyday journey of bicyclists and
pedestrians in the New York City area, mapping their paths of travel against captured
ambient lighting conditions and time of day. The end result is threefold: First, a series
of photo portraits using captured and replayed light to illuminate subjects; second,
prints showing details of re-projected light maps; and finally, a physical map table
showing a composite of experiences in a single New York City neighborhood.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Meros is a body of work that, at its most basic level, examines how we move through the
spaces we live in and the light we experience every day. Realized as a series of prints,
photographs, and an interactive map table, this thesis is both a complete body of work, as
well as a framework of tools for further examining and challenging our understanding of
our surroundings.
The process began as a physical computing project that could record bicycle paths
through my neighborhood in Syracuse, New York. Through the past three years, it has
evolved to include more precise hardware, better recording techniques, and most
importantly, a very sensitive color sensor. It is through this digital eye that Meros can see
and record ambient light.
This thesis relies on a very simple phenomenon: The more familiar we feel about
something, the less likely we are to scrutinize it for new details. However, since
neighborhoods are continuously changing from moment to moment, many of the intricate
and beautiful details are missed. Here, the combination of location and light sensing
yielded an interesting way to view familiar surroundings. Ultimately, these maps of details
are realized as a body of work that explore daily travels.
The process looks like this: A user (such as myself, for example) would turn on a
microcontroller-powered custom piece of hardware, and walk or bicycle to his or her
destination. Later, a memory card inside of the hardware is plugged into a computer, and
the travel data is aggregated into a larger database of journeys. This database of positional
and light data is then used to fuel three distinct parts of the final presentation of Meros:
First, interesting sections of the data are isolated and visualized as a map. These smaller
sections show the details of only a street or two, where street lights, traffic signals,
storefront neon signs, or even the light of the sun passing through overhead foliage can be
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seen. These prints are generated on Water-Slide[18], a type of water-transfer transparent
substrate, and are adhered to pieces of polycarbonate.
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Figure 1, Three Prints from Meros

Second, a series of photographic portraits were generated. Several people who recorded
journeys sat still in a completely dark environment. They were photographed with a long
exposure of about twenty to thirty seconds, with the only source of light being a second
microcontroller device and a red / green / blue (RGB) light emitting diode (LED) that
could replay smaller sections of color isolated from their own individual journey. In this
way, their form in the portrait was defined by the light that they had personally
experienced in their neighborhood.
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Figure 2, I Am Where I Live
Finally, larger sections of the database could be viewed on a custom-made map table,
rear-projected from underneath. This table allows for two modes of data-viewing; One is
an automatic viewer that zooms into each path, in sequence, and follows it around to show
details, occasionally zooming out to show how it fits into the larger picture. The second
mode allows for user interaction of viewing the maps, to pan, rotate, and zoom at will.
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Figure 3 and 4, Interactive Map Table
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In this paper, I hope to discuss the influences that lead me to my final realization of
Meros, why I chose the content and the aesthetic that I did, and lastly, how it was
technically achieved. A great deal of time was used in the generation of custom tools to
realize my goal: All of the hardware and software used in recording, replaying, and
visualizing this color data was created specifically for this project, in C, C++, Python, and
Java. As an Emerging Arts MFA candidate, part of my process as an artist was in fact
playing the role of a toolmaker as well. Ultimately, all of the tools used in this thesis will
be made available for others to modify and use in the creation of their own artwork.
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CHAPTER 2
INFLUENCES
Urban Planning Influence
I have had an interest in learning how we move through the spaces we live in for quite
some time now. Having lived up in an urban environment for most of my life, I quickly
learned that space was at a premium and transportation could make or break a
neighborhood. I also had the fortune of growing up in a neighborhood that had a lot of
history: The east end of Pittsburgh has roads over two hundred years old, with many
original structures still intact.
When I was fifteen, I went to the Carnegie Library to make copies of old Sanborn fire
insurance maps [14], which were the first comprehensive maps of my neighborhood from
over a hundred and fifty years ago. Made not just for geographic or cartographic curiosity,
these maps were generated to show the proximity of water lines to each property. This was
how fire insurance was in part calculated, so the accuracy of the roadways was vital to
their profit margin.
I would walk down old alley ways and compare them to the maps I had found and note
the very subtle changes over time; many were still cobblestone, only becoming asphalt or
pavement once they joined back to a main artery. Sometimes, they abruptly stopped at a
dead-end and only vestigial signs of previous roadways existed. I would have never
noticed the secret, old life of my neighborhood if it were not for these maps from an older
time. This began laying the roots of thought for my thesis.
Another interest of mine was taking long exposure photographs at night--especially as a
passenger in a moving car. These images were not showing the history of a single moment
anymore, nor was it the sort of history one would gather from a movie recording: These
images were showing the distinctive histories of points of lights over time and location.
They were, in a sense, a map of the history of light through space. As I developed my
interest in these sorts of photos, light contrails moved from what I once considered
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"artifacts" to the prime focus of what I was capturing. They were not just intellectually
interesting to me, but also aesthetically beautiful.

Figure 5, Eight Second Exposure at Night
As I began to take courses in college, some of these loose fragments started to fit
together. I took a class in Pratt's Urban Planning department, called Sustainable
Communities, in which issues of social equality and land were raised at a deeper level than
I had previously considered; very practical questions were raised about the role of light in
developing neighborhoods. I found myself asking more questions about the neighborhood
I was living in, once again drawn back by maps. We learned that average planted tree per
capita was strongly correlated with population density, which often mirrors median income
in a neighborhood: The lower the income of the space, the less planted trees existed along
its streets [10]. I began thinking about how this would impact the light-profile of the area.
There is nearly a half a million dollar property value differential between where I currently
live, and where I study at Pratt [4]; interestingly enough, the gradation between my area of
Bedford Stuyvesant and Fort Green neighborhoods is likewise marked by a sharp decline
of planted trees, and the presence of taller-built low-income housing. The lighting profile
follows a similar change.
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At the same time as I considered the larger picture of neighborhood lighting profiles, I
also became fascinated by small details of light. Traffic signals, neon lights, street lights,
and even the brightly artificial greens and blues of ATMs signaling their utility to
neighbors had to play a significant role in the light we experience day-to-day. Some light
sources were permanent features of the street, whereas others were fleeting car brake lights
and reflections from storefront windows. But I felt they were all important, which
eventually lead to the heart of my thesis.

Artistic Influence
A number of artists have also influenced me in the creation of Meros. One of the most
influential was Aaron Koblin, and his efforts in Celestial Mechanics, which later became
known as Flight Patterns [8]. In this work, data provided by the Federal Aviation
Administration was visualized as an aggregate of lines depicting the flights of all
commercial flights over the course of a single day. What intrigued me the most about his
work was the subversion of the role of lines in mapmaking; rather than using lines as
boundary demarkation or roadway locations, Koblin allowed for each line to build up into
a kind of fuzzy volume. No longer did a line mean a crisp delineation of national borders,
or the one path from A to B. Now, through the nuances of every trip, with many starting
and stopping points, the shape of the land is re-projected by actual use, rather than physical
land boundaries.
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Figure 6, Flight Patterns
Jeremy Wood in 2006 likewise used this concept in his GPS mapping of London. For six
years, he brought a data-logging GPS unit with him wherever he went, and then later
aggregated the experiences into one still image that projected London, by use and not
territorial boundaries. In a typical mapping scenario, thicker lines might indicate higher
capacity highways. However, in Wood's map, the darker, thicker lines are actually the main
arteries that Wood preferred. These routes were not always roadways, but sometimes
waterways accessible only by boat.
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Figure 7, Jeremy Wood
What I enjoy the most about these two artists is the idea of projecting geographic spaces
by use or personal preference, which really begins to show the personal connection to the
space. This interest in the projection of space using highly subjective, personal experiences
became a central interest to my thesis. Along these lines is my third artistic influence:
Social Tapestries [9]. This work was created as a set of experiments in 2004 by the mobile
media arts group Proboscis. This work looks at making the distinction between places and
location: A location can be expressed as a latitude, longitude, and altitude, whereas a place
can more often be defined by the people who live there. They used mobile media devices
to link urban environments and personal stories to ultimately transform locations into
places. In their project's snapshot document, they begin by proposing a very similar
question as I do in my thesis:
"How do we map and make sense of the social tapestries which make up the warp and weft
of our daily lives, interweaving with others belonging to the people we share our
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environment with?" (Proboscis) This question was ultimately a major influence in the
development of my thesis.
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CHAPTER 3
CONTENT and AESTHETICS
Geographic Projection

In deciding how to visualize the data I had collected, it seemed to make the most sense to
maintain a map-like structure. To be accessible to viewers, the data had to read with a
spacial relationship; if it didn't, the power of space would be lost in abstraction. It might
make for visually interesting art, but it would lack the communication of its underlying
concept.
My artistic influences suggested that information could be projected in ways that present
new relationships. I became more interested in learning about how geographic projection
could alter the focus of the land, and found a detailed history of explorers and geographers
who did just that. From the mid 1500's, the Mercator world map projection distorted land
areas at the benefit of nautical travel. It sacrificed land mass relationships to maintain
longitudinal parallels. This is the one we are most familiar with, and consequently, have a
fairly unrealistic intuition as to the sizes of countries in relation to each other. An
alternative is the Peter Projection, which skews and shears, but maintains area. While it
would be a nightmare to navigate at sea with, it does offer fidelity in ways that the
Mercator map never could. In choosing to re-project with a different end goal, each of
these maps end up showing the same content, achieving their own goals correctly, and yet
look completely different. In another move to shift the focus in mapping, consider the
McArthur's Universal Corrective Map: It places the south pole at the top of the map.
McArthur was not only Australian, but tired of a north dominant world view. Most western
civilizations maintain a top-view hierarchical value system, where countries towards the
"lower" portion of the map also rank lower in social view. McArthur directly challenged
this world view with his re-projected world, south-upward. These are but a few of many
hundreds of projections, which all look to change our perceptions to a particular end.
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Figure 8, McArthur’s Universal Corrective Map of the World
Re-projection to a goal can be done at any scale. The very same thing is done with a
typical NYC subway map which distorts the geography of Manhattan and Brooklyn. It
does this to the end of easier subway line identification, since the densest concentration of
rail lines occur in some of the more geographically tight areas. To make for a more
readable map, the geography is altered. Moreover, this map is tilted to rectify for
"Manhattan North".
Meros is comprised of three works, each which treats re-projection differently, to
different goals.

Single Pixel Engagement
The logging hardware uses a single-pixel color sensor to capture ambient light at any given
point of time. There is a naturally raised question to address here: Why one pixel, and not
an entire array like in a typical camera? There are several reasons for this hardware choice,
some of which are technical, and will be addressed in Chapter Four. However, there are
important conceptual choices that also drove this design.
One of the core concepts behind re-engaging neighbors with their neighborhood was to
intrigue them with mysteries of color. When looking at the final artwork, one is supposed
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to wonder what had created a particular streak of magenta, or why a certain street always
contained a gentle gradation of blue. It ultimately becomes about active engagement. An
analogous situation between a one pixel camera and a 2D array of pixels is that of a book
and a movie. A book can create stronger levels of active engagement over a movie, since it
requires a level of mental interpretation before it can be visualized. This engagement
process inherently requires the willingness to engage mental effort, providing a steeper
entry level to the process. However, once engaged, the content is now in the best possible
position: It is actively filtered through the mental process of the viewer / reader, which
drastically reduces the obstruction to being actively analyzed. In this sense, a single pixel
moving over time offers a narrative that people can engage in. The movie or 2D array
provides much more data, but at the potential cost of providing too much, and losing the
interest and curiosity. If that is lost, so is the point of this work.

Prints
The first component of my thesis was a set of three realized prints of the data I had
captured. For these, the locational data is not entirely a novel element; if anything, it
should serve as a familiar anchor point. The novel element here was the color, mapped to
location. The data itself was sampled and recorded at five updates a second; at a typical
walking speed of three miles per hour, this translates into one sample less than every foot.
Because of this density, the amount of color detail is naturally very high. These prints
allowed for close up detail projections of a few selected journeys. In one, a span of three
city blocks was chosen, where traffic lights and neon light store fronts offered the most
influence over the pathway's color. Another shows a city block and intersection, with street
lights. The third shows a walk around Pratt Campus during the day, when the sunlight was
strong and filtering through the tree leaves.
One of the technical benefits of the color sensor to overall aesthetics was its ability to
take measurements with altering integration times. In a similar way that an analog camera
uses a set exposure time to mark how long film is exposed to the outside world, this
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electric color sensor can alter its integration time, or how long it allows its charge coupled
device (or CCD, analogous to the film in a camera) to register light. While location can
only be sensed at a fixed five times per second (5 Hz), the color sensor can be read at a
much higher rate. Because of this, the color sensor can actually make several very fast
readings in between location updates; if it records several updates at different integration
times, it can in essence record High Dynamic Range data (HDR data). Sampling data
in HDR is vastly better than a normal color sensing because it best mimics the range of
light that the human eye can perceive. A computer monitor displays 8-bit color, and thus
may only display red, green, and blue intensities between a mapping of zero to 255. This
restrictively allows for a stepped range of values between exposures, and a fixed
brightness that can dull the final output of a color. However, HDR data can extend the
typical steps between exposure levels: "with 16-bit floating-point numbers, color
resolution is 1024 steps per f-stop, as opposed to somewhere around 20 to 70 steps per fstop for most 8-bit file formats. Even after significant processing (e.g., extensive color
correction) images tend to show no noticeable color banding." [12] This was significant to
my prints because I manually set the final tone-mapping of the HDR to be calibrated to my
output device, which was a laser printer in this case.
The actual print was created on Water-Slide laser transfer paper, which is basically a
thin-film water-applied decal. After soaking the print in a container of water, the decal and
ink portion of the print can be slid off of the paper backing, and applied to the
polycarbonate substrate. I chose to apply it to a transparent material primarily because it
allowed more light to ricochet behind the print and a white wall, which added to the
intensity of the print when viewed with bright light. It also helped give a slight sense of
depth to the print, since the thin polycarbonate acted as a spacer or buffer to hold the
printed surface away from the wall.

Map Table
While the prints focus on a closer view, the second component of my thesis focuses on a
larger view of the aggregated data. For this, I decided to create a map table on which the
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larger maps could be viewed. A video projector sits within the map table and illuminates
the working surface from underneath, giving the appearance of the light maps simply
emanating from a sheet of paper. The maps themselves are rendered in real time, which
yields several advantages over the static prints. First, the exposure of the data can be
dynamically altered, so that darker areas that would normally never be viewable through a
projector can be gradually tone-mapped into the viewable gamut; similarly on the brighter
side of the dynamic range, washed out color can also be dynamically tone-mapped into the
viewable gamut. This dynamic tone-mapping adjusts all levels at once, and appears very
similar to a camera's exposure level changing while viewing a scene with a complex range
of brights and darks. If both ends of the HDR gamut were brought into the viewable gamut
at once, the overall dynamic range of the image would be flattened, and lose a lot of
interesting color data.
The table was also designed to be a multi-touch sensing surface, which allows for
viewers to become active participants in choosing what portions of the map they would
like to see. A simple set of gestures were employed, including single finger drags across
the surface to move and rotate, and the two finger "pinch" gesture for scaling. In the end,
users could directly touch the paper and receive instantaneous feedback. Along with a
touch comes a "bloom" effect, in which the exposure of the color data is scaled towards the
higher gamut, and the brighter portions of the display blur and leach into surrounding
areas. This effect is a very common visual cue, as it mimics typical camera reactions to
very bright light sources; it helps sweeten the effect of brighter pixels.
The frame of the table itself uses a dual-pivot system such that the actual map surface
can be tilted from a completely horizontal surface to a near-vertical easel surface. With a
quick calibration step, the surface can be used in any of the in-between angles.

I Am Where I Live
The final component of my thesis is a triptych of photographic portraits. Each portrait
shows an individual who had borrowed my data logging board for some time to record his
or her own paths. From this data, I selected colorful sections of the data to illuminate each
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in a portrait. However, this was not a typical photograph; in fact, each was done as a longexposure photograph, with the aperture open between twenty and thirty seconds. In the
time it was open, the only light source available was a second circuit board I had built to
replay color information through a RGB LED. I will discuss the technical details of this
hardware in the next chapter; for now, it is enough to say that it replayed the captured data
back in real-time, which was used as a light-brush in the exposure to illuminate the portrait
subject. I manually drew paths similar to the ones they walked, illuminating them with the
light they had captured.
This is the only work that I specifically titled because it is distinctively different from
the first two. It does not use the same aesthetic style, rather drawing on the ideas of
geographic re-projection in drawing streets in mid air, and recording light histories through
long exposures. The title refers to the idea that each of the portrait subjects are being
visually defined by where they live.
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CHAPTER 4
TECHNICS

In this chapter, I will discuss the technical considerations I faced while designing my own
tools in the completion of Meros. The process typically involved assembling a prototype
circuit on a temporary surface known as a breadboard, drawing a formal schematic from
the working circuit, and generating a coper trace layout from the schematic to made a
permanent printed circuit board (PCB). Moving from the temporary setup to a permanent
assembly allowed far better rigidity and durability when walking or bicycling with the
circuit outside. I will also discuss the construction and software behind the long-exposure
light replaying from I Am Where I Live. Finally, I will discuss the technical requirements
behind my multi-touch table and the software that drives it.

Data Logger Prototype
The technical requirements for the data logger were relatively straightforward: It required a
way to locate itself, a sensor capable of capturing color information, and a means of
storing all of the data in a way that it could be accessed by a computer later. Once I had
decided on the physical requirements of the hardware, I next moved to identify the parts
for the final design.
The color sensor was in fact the easiest component to decide on. The Avago produced
color sensor [3] contained the feature set I required: Adjustable gain and integration time, a
fast enough update rate, and it interfaces to a microcontroller using a fairly universal
protocol known sometimes as Twin Wire Interface (TWI), or I2C.
For locational data, I had initially started a two-sensor plan. First, a Global Positioning
System (GPS) unit was selected to calculate rough global locations. Next, an optical
tracking rig attached to the front wheel of a bicycle and handlebars would help refine the
data to just a few inches. Tracking something as fast as a moving bicycle wheel required
the use of hardware interrupts by the driving microcontroller. The tracking was based on
an infrared signal bouncing off of white and black lines painted on the rim of the tire; as it
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scanned past each, it would generate a voltage change that would trigger the
microcontroller to increment a counter by one. This alone could present some timing
problems with other hardware interrupt driven services, such as serial transmit and receive;
in practice, this would only be the case if the bicycle achieved a speed greater than 200
feet a second, or a mere 137 miles per hour. At that point, I would be worried about other
possible failures, such as the front wheel flying off, over missing an interrupt signal. A
second issue with this approach was that of direction: An infrared reflection sensor can
only tell transitions from white to black, and black to white; this only lets me know that a
line threshold has been crossed, but nothing about in which direction. For this, the use of a
second black and white ring was needed, on the opposite side of the tire. This pattern,
however, was in a 90° phase offset, producing a common pattern for tracking known as a
quadrature. The specific pattern in which these line events occur denote direction. This
approach is common within robotics, and in widespread use.

Figure 9, Quadrature and mechanical tracking

Additionally, an accelerometer was included in the initial prototype to help identify
spurious data, and to clean trajectories in the case of ambiguity. For this, a basic three axis
accelerometer, also with an I2C interface, was chosen.
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Next, the microcontroller was also easy to decide on. The Atmel based Arduino board
[2] has enough general input/output pins, a developed toolchain for cross-compiling code
to the ATMega168, and has a full hardware supported USART (Serial, SPI, I2C
communication protocols are properly supported in hardware.) It has two externally driven
interrupts, which is perfect for using a quadrature. Finally, the Arduino is a full
development board, with built in voltage regulators, external crystal, and supporting
passive parts. While not impossible to build these things into my own design, it removes
one less detail to reinvent with every revision. At the point of this development, the
Arduino Mini 04 was the latest design.
Finally, the data logger hardware needed a storage system. The prototype board used an
FTDI VDIP1 [5] USB to serial interface development board, which allows for serial
transmit and receive to drive file creation and input and output on a typical USB flash
drive. The advantage to this was the easy to use file command system built into the chip;
simple dos-like commands to create and write to files made making multiple log files very
easy. The disadvantage was that this chip used a serial connection. This was the first, and
ultimately largest flaw in the first board. The AVR microcontroller in question has only one
pair of transmit (TX) and receive (RX) pins; however, I had three devices that would have
to access the controller using serial: The GPS, the VDIP1, and the computer all needed
access to the TX and RX lines. The solution was to only use the TX line from the GPS, and
the RX line for the VDIP1, essentially splitting the UART between two devices. One last
complication remained: With the Arduino Mini 04 revision, the microprocessor must start
up with the RX line held high, or else it will assume a new program is being uploaded. If
the RX line drops, it will stall the Arduino bootloader, causing the entire chip to freeze
until receiving a manual reset. In splitting the RX and TX lines like this, the
microcontroller would immediately begin receiving information from the GPS, causing it
to freeze. Adding a physical switch between on-board devices and the computer allowed
for physical isolation on startup. It also meant flipping a switch at the right part of the start
up sequence on each run.
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The first design was built on a breadboard to test for part compatibility; rigidity was not
required for the first prototype, since it would eventually be installed on a physical board.
Diagnostic LEDs were included to show GPS connectivity and flash drive access. Briefly,
an RGB LED was included to debug color sensor readings.

Figure 10, Prototype

Data Logger Revision One
From a working breadboard design came the first hardware revision. This was now a
matter of physical fabrication to make the first permanent board. Considering the abuse it
would most likely take on the back of a bicycle and walking trips, I felt an actual printed
circuit board (PCB) would be the best way to produce a final circuit. A PCB is solid
fiberglass, with a conductive copper layer connecting parts along traces, meaning that all
connections are permanent. From the prototype breadboard and my notes, I completed a
final schematic in Cadsoft's Eagle software. The last item to contend with was
optimization on the board; some of the components were typically rated for five volts,
while some could only tolerate 3.3 volts (noted in the schematic and here forward as 3v3).
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Powering the board from a five volt battery and regulating down to 3v3 adds a layer of
inefficiency and bulk. After consulting the datasheets for each part in the prototype, I
selected variants of most parts that would all operate at 3v3, eliminating the need for a
voltage regulator altogether. The GPS and Arduino, normally powered at five volts, were
both 3v3 tolerant, which made for a complete design.

Figure 11, Schematic
From this schematic, a board layout was developed. This is where the patterns for the
conductive copper layer were generated. The two main parts of the copper layer are the
component's landing pattern, and the traces that connect them, also known as networks, or
nets. One mistake on the layout could cause a board to short out and destroy all of the
connected components; therefore, great care has to be taken in verifying that networks are
correctly connected, and that the spacing between each is enough to avoid accidental
connections when attaching parts later.
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Figure 12, Copper traces and layout
Now armed with a trace pattern, the PCB itself is ready to be generated. The trace
patterns can be sent off at this point to a professional board manufacturer, who usually
charges a premium on single-board orders, and has a turn around time of two weeks, or
more. Both were not possible in my thesis, so I elected to create the boards myself [1].
To begin creating a board, I printed the trace patterns at full size from a laser printer,
onto glossy inkjet photo paper; this allows for a good thermal substrate for transferring
later. The ink in a laser printer is typically high-plastic content, which melts into place
from the heat of a laser. This means the ink can be thermally transfered again, this time
onto a solid copper clad fiberglass board. The ink acts as an etchant-resist layer on the
copper for the next step: The copper clad board is dropped into a solution of ferric-chloride
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etchant. Every area that is not covered in toner is etched away, leaving unscathed and
nonconductive fiberglass. When the etching has finished, a quick wash in acetone removes
the remaining toner and cleans the coper traces left behind. This board is now ready to be
drilled for any through-hole components, or soldered directly to the copper, in the case of
surface mount parts.
The first board had many components that were inserted through drilled holes, and
soldered to the copper underneath. It also had a few surface-mount parts, which were
soldered directly to the side with copper traces. The main complication with this is that the
landing pattern for surface mount parts have to be flipped prior to printing and etching.
Having parts on both sides of the board also makes for a more delicate board overall. To
protect the board, an acrylic cover from above and below were created. This allowed light
to reach the color sensor, while keeping away stray metal contacts, or damage from
accidents while biking. Overall, it increased the board size considerably.

Figure 13, First Revision Board
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Data Logger Revision Two
The second and current revision of the hardware included a number of significant changes
in response to problems that cropped up from the first revision. The biggest problem was
the VDIP1 USB interface chip; it would only correctly save files less than ten percent of
the time, causing catastrophic data loss. The problem eventually came down to a UART
buffer overrun that would cause the VDIP1 to be left unusable until it was restarted. This
was obviously a fault of the development board, which behaved erratically and out of
specification. The first debugging step I employed was to use the optional hardware
handshaking pins CTS# and RTS#, or Clear to Send and Request to Send respectively.
These pins should indicate when the VDIP1 is ready to receive more data and prevent
buffer overruns. In practice, however, the VDIP1 would regularly signal that it was ready
for more data when it clearly was not. I opted to try another form of file storage and
remove the VDIP1.
Thus, the first major change to the data logger was a move from the USB flash storage
solution to a Micro San Disk (µSD) card reader [15]. There were a number of benefits in
switching. First, it does not use a serial connection, which ultimately solved two problems
at once: No longer was it necessary to split the UART lines between three devices, and
buffer overruns became a thing of the past. Second, the µSD interface used a different
interface called Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). In timing critical applications, using a
serial connection is less than ideal, since signals are expected to occur at exact times, based
on a common clock signal. For example, a single missed pulse will cause the frame to be
lost, possibly throwing off an entire sample, or even worse, the entire transmission from
that point forward. Such time-sensitive protocols are called synchronous communications.
In comparison, SPI and I2C are referred to as asynchronous because the transmission is not
based on a common clock signal, but rather a variable clock signal. Devices on SPI and
I2C also acknowledge received packets, which allows for better error checking, ultimately
making sure data gets to where it is supposed to go.
The second revision also changed which GPS was used. The initial GPS was an SiRF III
chipset and a Sarantel helical antenna [16], which could track twenty satellites at a time
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and update location data once a second. It was occasionally susceptible to the urban
cannon effect, where ricocheting satellite signals were artificially elongated by tall
buildings, and altered the calculated location. As mentioned, the first board augmented
GPS location tracking with optical and mechanical tracking to get around this problem. In
the second board revision, I opted to include the San Jose FV-M8 [6], which can track
thirty-two satellites and update five times faster. It also includes a ceramic patch antenna
which proved robust against the urban canyon effect. While a little more expensive, it
ended up being a better design choice, as I was also able to remove the optical and
mechanical bicycle tracking components from the board. This also meant that I could
achieve the same level of tracking precision whether I was walking or biking.
The choice of using an Arduino largely stayed the same. I opted to include the revised
Arduino Mini Pro over the Mini 04, which meant a smaller footprint, and lower power
consumption. It also had an updated firmware that fixed the 04's hang-on-startup if the RX
pin was held high. This allowed me to remove a switch from the first revision board.
The final component change to the board was to include a MAX1555 chip onboard,
which is a lithium-polymer battery charging chip, and a mini-USB connector. This allows
the battery to be recharged in-circuit by plugging the board into a computer.
While making these changes, I opted for surface mount parts in each change. The final
revision two board contains only one through-hole part, which was the Arduino. To keep
everything on one side, I used modified pin header to surface mount it on the copper side.
This eliminated parts on the reverse side of the board, and the need to drill any holes. The
Arduino could still be programmed in-circuit, making the board a solid revision. In the
end, I had a reliable board that never lost data, recorded at very fast rates, and was overall
much smaller than the first revision.
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Figure 14, Final Board

Bluetooth Light Writer Board
To replay the color data in long exposure photographs, I created a second microcontroller
board to drive a RGB LED. This board was also based on an Arduino Mini and a lithium
polymer battery. The color data is transmitted to the board via a bluetooth module attached
to the Arduino, connected to the RX and TX lines. Color data was parsed by a Processing
[13] sketch that then in turn transmits to the Arduino.
The transmission scheme was a very simple protocol: A start sequence is sent, followed
by a red value, a green value, and finally a blue value. The Arduino would begin parsing
values on receiving the start sequence, and update the RGB LED's color. General purpose
input / output pins are only capable of logic high and logic low (3v3 and zero volts,
respectively in this case), and no voltages in between. This means that each color element,
even though each is connected to an independent pin, can actually only turn on and off.
This allows for about eight states of on and off, which is hardly the range of color that was
initially captured by the data logger's color sensor. However, most microcontrollers can
toggle pin outputs from high to low quickly enough to simulate different brightnesses. By
slightly delaying the time between the on and off states, the pin can illuminate a color
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element fast enough to create 256 different levels of brightness. This technique is called
pulse width modulation (PWM). With each pin capable of doing this, the RGB LED can
now show a range a little over a million and a half colors.

Multi Touch Map Table
The multi-touch map table was a combination of parts that, as a whole, could track
multiple finger touches on the map surface at once and update the map display according
to gestural input. It relied on an optical phenomenon called frustrated total internal
reflection (FTIR). FTIR refers to a condition in which light rays inside of one medium hit
the boundary of a second medium at an angle less than the necessary critical angle needed
to transfer. Instead of moving into the second medium, it remains in the first, reflected
internally. Mathematically, the critical angle for a light ray to escape can be calculated by
taking the arcsin of the angle of incidence of less dense medium over the angle of
incidence of the more dense medium. {equation} In the case of my multi-touch table, the
first medium was a large sheet of acrylic, and the second medium was air. For the acrylic
which I was using, this works to be about 43°.
The critical angle can be increased if the index of refraction of the less dense material is
also increased. If this happens, the light requires a less acute angle in order to escape, and
transfer to the second medium. For the touch table, the second medium (air), becomes a
finger in the case of a touch. The index of refraction of a finger is significantly higher than
air, so the critical angle shifts, and light escapes and hits the fingertip. Since the fingertip is
also fairly opaque after the initial layers of skin, the majority of the light is reflected back
through the acrylic. While the table uses infrared, which is invisible to the human eye, the
optical principles here still apply.
To an infrared sensitive camera placed underneath the table, this finger touch looks like
a bright spot against a field of black. In terms of computer vision (camera tracking), this is
one of the easier image processing operations to yield location. To track each light spot (or
blob, as its known in computer vision), I used a piece of open source software called tBeta,
created by the Natural User Interface group[17]. tBeta reports finger locations in the
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Tangible User Interface Object (TUIO) [7] protocol, via User Datagram Protocol (UDP),
addressed to a specific port. In the case of my implementation, I had tBeta sending data to
172.0.0.1 (localhost), port 3333. This means that tBeta was keeping the reporting internal
to one machine, broadcasting finger locations on a specific port that any other piece of
software could then listen to.

Figure 15, tBeta tracking finger touches
The software core of Meros is a custom C++ application that I've written in Xcode,
using OpenGL for visualization. It was originally written for Mac OS X Tiger, (10.4.11),
but was later upgraded for Leopard (10.5.6). The advantages of writing this in C++ over
other choices such as Processing or Flash were primarily related to speed of operation. In
the case of a tactile input surface, any latency between a touch and response breaks the
flow of user engagement. Processing works via Java, which adds an extra layer of
abstraction before the machine. Actionscript, in the case of Flash, is a run-time scripting
language, rather than a compile-time executable. Thus, response time is heavily lagged
when displaying more than trivial data sets.
Using OpenGL in C++ allowed direct access to the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). As
of this paper, there is no faster approach to data visualization than GPU-based operations.
It also opens up hardware-accelerated features that would not be real-time in software
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alone. One such feature that I made extensive use of was the frame buffer object (FBO).
FBO's are chunks of video memory on the graphics card that can be rendered to directly,
instead of the screen, and used as a texture for future drawing operations. In the case of my
software, I did a two-pass rendering method: The first was to render the data to an FBO
using OpenGL's fixed pipeline functionality. Then, the FBO was rendered to the screen,
using a fragment shader in the place of the fixed pipeline. This allowed me to apply image
processing techniques to the final frame, stylizing the look beyond a typical 3D rendering
aesthetic. To complete the GPU acceleration, the geometry being drawn in the first
rendering pass was likewise stored server-side (on the graphics card) using special arrays
to draw from. In this way, the color information for each point could be updated without
taking a serious performance penalty. Altogether, this allowed nearly a million data points
to be drawn to the screen with the full two-pass rendering technique and computer vision
operations in the background on a slightly dated graphics card; a current graphics card,
with these optimizations could generate several million points while maintaining real-time
rates. The last optimization I employed software-side was to make the application multithreaded. This allows for the simultaneous use of more processor cores, which created a
parallel computing structure. I placed the finger tracking in one thread, TUIO and UDP
parsing and reporting in another, and all OpenGL calls in a third; OpenGL contexts are not
multi-thread safe, so unfortunately, all drawing-related functions had to be kept in one
process. Nevertheless, keeping OpenGL in one thread also made program flow a lot more
convenient.
The shader used to replace the fixed-function portion of the pipeline was used to achieve
a bloom effect. This used a combination of two image processing techniques: First, a blur
using a 3x3 weighted kernel, and second, a gain increase. In the end, this causes the
brighter features of the image to expand to other pixel areas, and brighten up. Shaders are
typically written in GL Shader Language (GLSL), and can be general purpose and reusable
between projects. In this case, I used an open source shader [11] rather than developing my
own.
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Figure 16, Bloom shader in action
The final technical part of the touch table was a series of Python filtering scripts written
to clean logged data before display. The Arduino data logger was set to output GPS strings
exactly as they were received, intermingled with color and integration time samples.
Occasionally, one string would not finish before another started, creating pockets of bad
data. The fact that these occurrences were rare made them harder to deal with after
logging. It was also saving in an optimal way for an Arduino, but not in an optimal way to
be read in by my C++ application. To solve this, I wrote several scripts in Python that
could be run from the command line, would take in a logged data file and filter for bad
data. It would also parse samples into single lines, providing an easier to parse string for
C++. Doing this separately from the main application allowed for flexibility in debugging.
It also made filtering into a one-time event, rather than having to be done on millions of
points on every program execution.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

In studying the details of the maps generated by Meros, I have begun to discover details
that were normally hidden in plain sight. On a personal level, it has helped me explore
more of my neighborhood, and remain attentive to new and exciting changes around my
home. I hope to share this experience with others in the works I have created in this thesis,
and also by releasing all of the necessary details for others to recreate the tools outlined in
this paper, so that they can capture their own experiences.
There are many additional directions I would like to take this process: Perhaps like
Jeremy Wood, I could record a larger area over a longer time. I am curious to see artifacts
of time in the interplay of light and location. Most of my expectations of what the raw data
would look like were challenged by the very first visualization tests I performed. I would
like to continue the style I have developed here into movement, replaying journeys over
time, or drawing only from data at a certain point of a day.
The map table portion of my thesis was, for me, one of the most exciting components to
develop. As I watched users walk up and use it, I was constantly seeing new and
interesting ways people were trying to naturally interact with the maps. For some, the areas
shown were familiar, and I could see personal interest in exploring these areas--while for
others, the unfamiliar areas still provided joy in exploring, as they wondered what their
spaces would look like. In the end, I found the type of engagement I was looking for, in an
aesthetic style that reflected my strongest interests.
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